The investment booster
Author: Timo
Setup: ~20/30 minutes
Difficulty: Grandma mode

Step one: preparing.
Alright, wat you are first gonna do, is search up some
party's/festivals that are selling tickets, the more popular the
festival/party is, the better.
For example, in Netherland we have Kingsday, its the bday of
the king.
There are party's everywhere, but the bigger ones are Slam!
Koningsdag and Kingsland.
Why?
Big lineups (Marting Garrix, Showtek, W&W, Wildstylez, Sidney
Samson, etc) and alot of people going (around 13k or more).
These are the perfect party's!
Step 2: buying in tickets.
Okay, lets get down with it.
What you want to do, is buy as much tickets as possible.
For Slam!Koningsdag, tickets where only €12,50 each.
I bought 20 of them, thats an €250 investment.
Step 3: Doing research for the right price.
As soon as the tickets are sold out, people that are selling
them will pop up everywhere.
The best way to sell them is doing it on the event page on
facebook of the party/festival.
Take a look around on ebay and other market sites.
What you wanna write down is the prices people are selling
them for, by my example, they where going for around €25.

Step 4: Selling them.
There are 2 ways to sell them, save mode or profit mode.
The tickets i bought where €12,50 each.
Save mode:
The price people are selling the for is around €25-30.
So im going to sell them for €15.
20x€2,50=€50 profit, and the tickets will sell, gauranteed.
Why?
Because you are the cheapest!
Profit mode:
Everyone is selling them for €25, so go along with them!
There is a small risk of not selling tickets, but for example, you
have 10 tickets:
You sell 9, which is a profit of 7x€12,50= €112,50 – €12,50
(ticket which didn't sell) = €100 profit.
And there is a big possibility that they will sell, all of them!

If you need any help, add me on skype:
xxltnt3

